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Abstract Organic aerosol (OA) emission ratios (ER) have been characterized for 67 burns during the
second Fire Laboratory at Missoula Experiment. These fires involved 19 different species representing 6
major fuels, each of which forms an important contribution to the U.S. biomass burning inventory. Average
normalized ΔOA/ΔCO ratios show a high degree of variability, both between and within different fuel types
and species, typically exceeding differen-ces between separate plumes in ambient measurements. This
variability is strongly influenced by highly contrasting ΔOA levels between burns and the increased
partitioning of semivolatile organic compounds to the particle phase at high ΔOA concentrations. No
correlation across all fires was observed between ΔOA/ΔCO and modified combustion efficiency (MCE),
which acts as an indicator of the proportional contributions of flaming and smoldering combustion phases
throughout each burn. However, a negative correlation exists with MCE for some coniferous species, most
notably Douglas fir, for which there is also an influence from fuel moisture content. Changes in fire efficiency
were also shown to dramatically alter emissions for fires with very similar initial conditions. Although the
relationship with MCE is variable between species, there is greater consistency with the level of oxygenation
in OA. The ratio of the m/z 44 fragment to total OA mass concentration (f44) as measured by aerosol mass
spectrometer provides an indication of oxygenation as influenced by combustion processes at source, with
ΔOA/ΔCO decreasing with increasing f44 for all fuel types. Inconsistencies in the magnitude of the effects
associated with each potential influence on ΔOA/ΔCO emphasize the lack of a single dominant control on fire
emissions, and a dependency on both fuel properties and combustion conditions.

1. Introduction

Biomass burning (BB) comprises a significant contribution to the global atmospheric organic aerosol (OA)
burden [Crutzen and Andreae, 1990; Bond et al., 2004], and as such has an important influence on local and
regional air quality and climate impacts [Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Langmann et al., 2009]. The unpredictable
nature of biomass burning events, in relation to both the characteristics of fires and resulting emissions
inventories, represents a major source of uncertainty associated with attempts to provide reliable
assessments of the role of such events as a contributor to global climate change. In situ measurements of OA
emissions from wildfires have been undertaken throughout a number of field campaigns across a wide range
of locations and environments. These studies have revealed widespread inconsistencies regarding the
production of OA from biomass burning, identifying highly contrasting emissions regimes across different
spatial and temporal scales [Akagi et al., 2011; Jolleys et al., 2012]. Contributions from secondary organic
aerosol formation in aging biomass burning plumes have been shown to vary considerably for different
events, with evidence supporting both a net enhancement and loss of OA with aging [Capes et al., 2008;
DeCarlo et al., 2008; Yokelson et al., 2009; Akagi et al., 2012]. Furthermore, the extent of variability within
emissions close to source can frequently exceed any changes occurring as a result of the physical and
chemical processes affecting aging plumes, indicating that source conditions may represent a determining
factor for biomass burning organic aerosol (BBOA) emissions regimes [Jolleys et al., 2012]. However, the
importance of different source conditions and their specific implications for OA emissions is currently poorly
understood. Modified combustion efficiency (MCE) represents the molar ratio of CO2 to the sum of combined
CO2 and CO emissions (MCE=ΔCO2/(ΔCO2 +ΔCO), where Δ signifies excess concentrations above
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background levels) and is used as a measure of the predominance of flaming and smoldering combustion
phases in fires [Yokelson et al., 1996; Ferek et al., 1998]. MCE is expected to form one of the main controls on
OA production given the more favorable conditions associated with smoldering fires. Lower temperatures
and reducing conditions in smoldering fires promote formation of OA and CO, with higher temperatures and
increased turbulent mixing with oxygen required to form soot precursors or fully oxidize combustion
products to CO2 [Ward, 1990; Reid et al., 2005].

The influence of MCE as a control on BB emissions has been examined throughout a number of experimental
studies under both ambient and laboratory settings [Ferek et al., 1998; Yokelson et al., 2007, 2011; Grieshop
et al., 2009; Janhall et al., 2010; Burling et al., 2011; Akagi et al., 2011]. The majority of existing studies have
focused upon the calculation of emission factors (EF), where by the mass of an emitted species is related to
the mass of fuel consumed in a fire. While EFs provide a valuable tool for assessing the OA contributions from
fires in different environments involving different fuel types and are particularly useful for modeling studies
of fire emissions through integration with biomass consumption databases, they are also limited to
representation of average conditions across the duration of a burn. Significant and dynamic transitions in
combustion phase have been widely observed in biomass fires, along with changes in associated emission
profiles [Chen et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2010]. Highly time-resolved measurements of aerosol mass and
composition can be obtained by use of aerosol mass spectrometers (AMS) [Canagaratna et al., 2007],
enabling the continuous observation of OA from biomass burning, including the response to changes in
combustion conditions throughout the duration of a fire. The second Fire Laboratory at Missoula
Experiment (FLAME II) provided extensive highly time-resolved measurements of burns involving six fuel
types representing the major contributors to wildfire budgets in the western and southeastern United
States. These experiments allow the effects of differing combustion conditions and fuel types as drivers of
variability in source emissions to be comprehensively examined, providing a potential insight to the
factors affecting observed contrasts in ambient BBOA. Emissions properties are presented both as burn
averages and real-time measurements in order assess the typical behavior of a range of fires and the
extent of changes occurring throughout the different stages of combustion. The effects of drivers
affecting variability in emissions are then evaluated, focusing on the roles of combustion processes,
source conditions such as fuel type and morphology, and oxygenation levels of resulting OA. The
consistency of these influences across multiple fires are also examined, before comparing observations
from FLAME II with those from past field campaigns.

2. Background

The FLAME II experiment was carried out at the U.S. Forest Service’s Fire Sciences Laboratory (FSL) in Missoula,
Montana, in 2007. Previous publications relating to the FLAME experiments have primarily focused on the
analysis of filter samples and subsequent evaluation of burn-averaged properties [McMeeking et al., 2009;
Sullivan et al., 2008; Levin et al., 2010]. The analysis of AMS data presented here retains the capacity to present
characteristic assessments of average burn properties as a means of intercomparison, while also enabling
investigation of dynamic changes in emissions. For this purpose, OA measurements are presented as
dimensionless mass-based emission ratios (ERs) normalized to CO, where EROA=ΔOA/ΔCO. Presenting OA
concentrations in this normalized manner accounts for any difference in fire intensity or size between burns in
order to represent the relative OA emissions for different biomass fuels. Furthermore, this approach enables
comparison with findings from field campaigns, albeit with the caveat of contrasting conditions between
laboratory and field settings and potential differences in fire behavior and emissions [Yokelson et al., 2008].

The experimental specifications of the FSL facility are discussed in detail in existing publications [Christian
et al., 2003; McMeeking et al., 2009], with a brief overview given here. The combustion chamber has a floor
plate of 12.5 × 12.5m and a height of 22m, giving a total volume of approximately 3000m3. An exhaust stack
with an internal diameter of 1.6m is located in the center of the chamber, extending from approximately 2m
above the chamber floor through the ceiling of the facility. All data included within this study are derived
from “stack” burns, where by the fuel bed is located directly below the exhaust stack in the center of the
chamber and emissions drawn up the stack through a 3.6m diameter inverted funnel. These experiments
enable characterization of combustion products as close as possible to the point of emission with limited
dilution. In contrast, additional “chamber” burns were carried out during FLAME II with the combustion room
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sealed and emissions continuously sampled over periods of several hours while mixed by a circulation fan,
resulting in significantly reduced concentrations relative to those measured in the exhaust flue during stack
burns. The nature of such experiments did not provide the optimal conditions for quantifying source
emissions and were therefore excluded from this analysis.

Gas-phase instrumentation included a Li-Cor Model 6262 nondispersive infrared gas analyzer for CO2, a
Thermo Environmental Model 48C variable-range gas filter correlation analyzer for CO and Thermo
Environmental Model 42 chemiluminescence analyzer for NOx (NO and NO2). These instruments were located
on a platform at a height of 17m above the chamber floor, drawing samples through ports in the wall of
the exhaust stack. The AMS was located in a laboratory adjacent to the combustion chamber, with a sample
line running from the platform-level exhaust stack port down to ground level. This increased distance
between the sampling port and instrument resulted in an offset of approximately 30 s between the AMS and
gas-phase instrument time series [Lee et al., 2010], which was corrected during data processing. Following
realignment of these time series, the higher temporal resolution (1 s) gas-phase data were averaged to the
AMS time base, with a typical resolution of 15 s.

In total, data from 67 burns performed during FLAME were included in this analysis. Fuels involved in the burns
included 19 species across 6 fuel types, comprising a number of fuel components as summarized in Table 1. The
six fuel types represent key environments forming a major contribution to biomass burning within the U.S.,
namely, montane forests, rangeland, chaparral, coastal plains, and boreal forests. A more extensive description
of the fuels used during FLAME is provided byMcMeeking et al. [2009]. Montane forest fuels comprised a range
of ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) and Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) components, including needles,
branches, and sticks in both fresh and dry states. These species are widespread across the Sierra Nevada,
Cascade, and Rocky mountain ranges across the west and northwestern U.S., although samples used during
FLAME were obtained from rural locations close to the FSL in Missoula, Montana. Rangeland ecosystems
dominated by sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata) are common across the arid and semiarid habitats of the
intermountain west, with samples taken from urban sites near Salt Lake City, Utah, and rural areas near
Missoula. Chaparral represents a further shrubland ecosystemwidespread throughout thewestern U.S., ranging
from Baja California in the south to southern Oregon at the northern extent. Characteristic species include
Eastwood’s manzanita (Arctostaphylos glandulosa), hoaryleaf ceanothus (Ceanothus crassifolius), and chamise
(Adenstoma fasciculatum). Samples were collected from the San Jacinto Mountains, and exhibited highly
variable properties, with chamise in particular exhibiting the widest range of moisture content for a single

Table 1. Fuel Properties for Burns During FLAME II (Adapted From McMeeking et al. [2009])a

Fuel Type Species Scientific Name
Number
of Burns Components

Moisture
Content (%)

Carbon
Content (%)

Nitrogen
Content (%)

Montane forest Ponderosa pine Pinus ponderosa 14 Needles (8), sticks (6) 6.9–9.2 46–49 0.04–1.3
Douglas fir Pseudotsuga menziesii 8 Needles (3), needles/branches

(3), and branches (2)
20.7–51.2 54 0.5–0.9

Rangeland Sagebrush Artemisia tridentata 8 Leaves/branches 9.4–33.3 47–51 1.5–2.1
Chaparral Manzanita Arctostaphylos glandulosa 1 Leaves/branches 28.3 48 0.8

Ceanothus Ceanothus crassifolius 2 Leaves/branches 15.4 48 1.3
Chamise Adenstoma fasciculatum 5 Leaves/branches 11.2–57.4 49 1.0

Coastal plain Palmetto Serenoa repens 3 (+ 1) Leaves 5–7.1 51 1.0
Gallberry Ilex coriacea 2 (+ 2) Leaves/branches 6 56 0.8

Longleaf pine Pinus palustris 2 (+ 2) Needles 6.4 52 1.1
Hickory Carya nutt 1 Leaves 7.8 48 2.1
Wiregrass Aristida beyrichiana 1 (+ 1) Grass 5.4 48 0.5
Wax myrtle Myrica cerifera 1 Leaves/branches 13.3 48–53 1.1–1.4

Kudzu Pueraria montana 2 Vine 99.2 47 3.6
Turkey oak Quercus laevis 2 Leaves 8.5 53 1.3

Black needle rush Juncus roemerianus 1 Rush 32.7 49 0.9
Saw grass Cladium mariscus 2 Grass 14.9 42 3.0

Boreal forest Black spruce Picea mariana 4 Needles/branches 12.8–22.5 49 1.1
Alaskan duff - 2 Duff 10.9 31 0.5

Other Rice straw Oryza sativa 2 Straw 8 39–46 0.6–0.9

aNumbers in parentheses indicate fuels burnt in combination with additional fuels.
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species within all fuels used throughout the experiment (11.2–57.4%). Several species common to the varied
ecosystems of the coastal plain regions of the southeastern U.S. were collected from sites in Florida, Mississippi,
Georgia, and North Carolina. Shrubs including palmetto (Serenoa repens), gallberry (Ilex coriacea), and wax
myrtle (Myrica cerifera) were burned either independently or combined with samples from other species. These
included trees, such as longleaf pine (Pinus palustris), hickory (Carya nutt), and turkey oak (Quercus laevis),
grass species including wiregrass (Aristida beyrichiana), and saw grass (Cladium mariscus), along with black
needlerush (Juncus roemerianus) and the invasive vine species kudzu (Pueraria montana). Black spruce (Picea
mariana) and duff samples, which comprise the topsoil and moss layers, typical of the extensive boreal forest
environments of North America were collected from sites near Fairbanks, Alaska. In addition to the range of
fuels representing U.S. ecosystems, samples of rice straw (Oryza sativa), an agricultural waste product widely
burned across Southeast Asia, were obtained from a site near Douliou City, Taiwan. Details of fuel preparation
and ignition procedures are given in the supporting information.

Initial processing of gas-phase and AMS data from FLAME II involved the calculation of excess concentrations
with regard to background concentrations within the chamber. These excess concentrations were then used
to calculate time series of ΔOA/ΔCO values, along with MCE and key AMS mass fragment ratios. Burn-averaged
values for all parameters were calculated using the trapezoidal average for the duration of the burn from
ignition to end, in accordance with the timings at which filter sampler pumps were switched off based on
visual observations. Wheremultiple burns of a single species were performed, the calculated single burn values
were averaged across all burns to give species averaged values.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Overview of ΔOA/ΔCO During FLAME II

Burn-averaged ΔOA/ΔCO throughout FLAME II exhibited a high level of variability, ranging from 0.01 to 0.85
from 67 fires. A summary of ΔOA/ΔCO for each fuel type and species is given in Table 2. Data for ΔOA/ΔCO,
other emissions, and fire properties for individual burns are presented in Tables S1 and S2 in the supporting
information. Significant contrasts in emissions were identified both between separate burns of the same fuel
type and between different fuel types, as shown in Figure 1. The lowest average ΔOA/ΔCO was observed for a
gallberry burn, and the highest for fresh Douglas fir needles. The high values observed for Douglas fir burns
provided the only instances of average ΔOA/ΔCO greater than 0.5, resulting in the largest range between
maximum and minimum values (0.84) occurring for montane forest fuels, for which several particularly low
values were also derived from ponderosa pine needle burns. The smallest range in burn-averaged ΔOA/ΔCO
was identified for chaparral fires, at just 0.07. Average values for fuel types ranged from 0.23 (montane forest) to
0.04 (chaparral). This range is comparable to the difference identified between ambient measurements of fresh
OA across a number of environments [Jolleys et al., 2012].

Flaming combustion was more frequently associated with low ΔOA/ΔCO, with 24 of 32 burns for which the
averageMCEwas 0.9 or above yieldingΔOA/ΔCO values less than 0.1. For burns where smoldering combustion
dominates (averageMCE< 0.9), averageΔOA/ΔCOwas less than 0.1 for only 12 of 35 burns. AverageΔOA/ΔCO
values exceeding 0.3 were also observed only for smoldering-dominated fires. However, there is no overriding
relationship between burn-averaged ΔOA/ΔCO and MCE across all FLAME II experiments. The correlation
coefficient for the linear regression between ΔOA/ΔCO and MCE is just 0.08, reflecting the inconsistency of
ΔOA/ΔCO under both combustion phases. There is also little correlation between the observed variabilities
for ΔOA/ΔCO and MCE (Figure 1). The widest ranges between highest and lowest average MCE occur for
montane forest (0.141) and coastal plain (0.136) fuels, whereas the respective ranges of ΔOA/ΔCO (0.84 and
0.46) show greater disparity. Rangeland and chaparral fuels also show highly contrasting levels of variability in
ΔOA/ΔCO (0.33 and 0.07) despite similar ranges in average MCE (0.072 and 0.064).

Variability in ΔOA/ΔCO appears to ultimately depend more on differences in OA emissions than those of CO. A
fairly strong linear relationship exists betweenΔOA/ΔCO andΔOA (R2 = 0.58). In contrast, there is no correlation
between ΔOA/ΔCO and ΔCO, with an R2 of less than 0.01 (Figure 2). These contrasting relationships indicate
that variability in ΔOA/ΔCO is driven more by changes in ΔOA, and as such by the fuel properties and burn
conditions which influence OA production. Total OA concentrations measured during FLAME II are a
function of partitioning of organic species between the gas and particle phase [McMeeking, 2008]. As
partitioning of semivolatile organic compounds (SVOCs) is strongly dependent on dilution [Donahue et al.,
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Table 2. Average ΔOA/ΔCO for Individual Fuel Types, Species, and Components During FLAME IIa

Fuel Type Species Component
Class Average
ΔOA/ΔCO

Minimum Burn Average
ΔOA/ΔCO

Maximum Burn Average
ΔOA/ΔCO Range

Montane forest Ponderosa pine Needles 0.227 0.031 0.488 0.457
±0.231 ±0.036 ±0.498

Sticks 0.021 0.013 0.029 0.016
±0.036 ±0.017 ±0.028

All 0.139 0.013 0.488 0.475
±0.190 ±0.017 ±0.498

Douglas fir Needles 0.559 0.062 0.850 0.788
±0.433 ±0.086 ±0.446

Needles/branches 0.438 0.279 0.738 0.459
±0.251 ±0.158 ±0.313

Branches 0.083 0.058 0.109 0.051
±0.036 ±0.022 ±0.029

All 0.395 0.058 0.850 0.792
±0.336 ±0.022 ±0.446

All - 0.232 0.013 0.850 0.837
±0.257 ±0.017 ±0.446

Rangeland Sagebrush Leaves/branches 0.214 0.118 0.443 0.325
±0.104 ±0.076 ±0.236

Chaparral Manzanita Leaves/branches 0.087 - - -
±0.044

Ceanothus Leaves/branches 0.031 0.021 0.041 0.020
±0.042 ±0.018 ±0.057

Chamise Leaves/branches 0.030 0.021 0.058 0.037
±0.064 ±0.013 ±0.057

All Leaves/branches 0.037 0.021 0.087 0.066
±0.059 ±0.013 ±0.044

Coastal plain Palmetto Leaves 0.017 0.006 0.034 0.028
±0.026 ±0.008 ±0.043

Gallberry Leaves/branches 0.014 0.004 0.024 0.020
±0.020 ±0.005 ±0.026

Longleaf pine Needles 0.069 0.056 0.082 0.026
±0.055 ±0.061 ±0.048

Hickory Leaves 0.029 - - -
±0.048

Wiregrass Grass 0.004 - - -
±0.040

Wax myrtle Leaves/branches 0.057 - - -
±0.035

Kudzu Vine 0.114 0.105 0.124 0.019
±0.071 ±0.057 ±0.083

Turkey oak Leaves 0.392 0.320 0.464 0.144
±0.315 ±0.264 ±0.364

Black needle rush Rush 0.192 - - -
±0.134

Saw grass Grass 0.041 0.015 0.066 0.051
±0.046 ±0.013 ±0.049

All - 0.090 0.004 0.464 0.460
±0.170 ±0.005 ±0.364

Boreal forest Black spruce Needles/branches 0.115 0.034 0.211 0.177
±0.158 ±0.028 ±0.178

Alaskan duff Duff 0.107 0.086 0.127 0.041
±0.062 ±0.054 ±0.073

All - 0.112 0.034 0.211 0.177
±0.133 ±0.028 ±0.178

Other Rice straw Straw 0.199 0.127 0.270 0.143
±0.174 ±0.133 ±0.187

aWith standard deviations of 1σ. Bold type indicates average values across all burns for each fuel type.
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2006], concentrations from laboratory fires consistently exceed those from ambient measurements, as a result
of limitedmixing with background air. For example, themaximum ΔOA concentrations averaged over separate
measurement periods (individual flights during aircraft campaigns or days for ground sites) for the four
campaigns presented in Figure 1 were 133 μgm�3 (Aerosol and Chemical Transport in Tropical Convection
(ACTIVE)), 136 μgm�3 (Megacities Initiative: Local and Global Research Observations (MILAGRO)), 31 μgm�3

(Dust and Biomass Experiment (DABEX)), and 13 μgm�3 (Intercontinental Transport of Ozone and
Precursors (ITOP)) respectively, compared to a range of burn-averaged concentrations between 12 and
8471 μgm�3 for the FLAME II fires, with a mean value of 1290 μgm�3 across all burns. The typically much
higher ΔOA concentrations during FLAME II mean that gas-particle partitioning of SVOCs will be biased
much more toward the particle phase than in a typical plume. This likely contributes to the systematic
differences in the ΔOA/ΔCO ratio between the laboratory and field studies shown in Figure 1.

The effects of partitioning on OA in smoke from biomass burning events under laboratory conditions has been
demonstrated in several studies, showing a consistent and significant reduction in primary OA mass following
dilution or heating of emissions as semivolatile material is increasingly partitioned to the gas phase [May et al.,
2013; Grieshop et al., 2009; Lipsky and Robinson, 2006]. While these findings support a potential influence of
partitioning on ΔOA/ΔCO variability, any effect of dilution would be reduced during the FLAME II stack burns
relative to other studies where emissions were extensively mixed and diluted over periods of several hours, as
measurements took place directly at the point of emission in the absence of any additional dilution. Differing
flow rates through the exhaust stack do not appear to have had any appreciable effect on particulate loadings
(Figure S1), with variation between burns limited to ~10% and no correlation between flow rates and average
ΔOA concentrations. Partitioning of semivolatile OA is also highly dependent on temperature both in the
ambient atmosphere and in primary emission sources [Donahue et al., 2006]. The difficulty in characterizing fire
temperature due to its variability across the fuel bed meant that measurements were restricted to exhaust
temperatures within the stack, which were moderated by the effects of dilution with ambient air and are unlikely
to fully reflect changes in fire temperature between burns of differing size and intensity. Stack temperatures
throughout the entirety of the experiment ranged from 22 to 51°C, with the maximum temperature and largest
increase for an individual fire (25°C) both occurring during burn 158. This burn was a particularly large event
involving an exceptional initial fuel mass of ~2500g, which was more than 5 times greater than the fuel mass for
any other burn. Stack temperatures in all other burns did not exceed 37°C. There is little relationship with
ΔOA concentrations or ΔOA/ΔCO across the range of observed stack temperatures (Figure S1), although a
slightly stronger correlation exists with ΔCO2 (R

2 = 0.27). McMeeking [2008] showed thermal energy
release rates derived from stack temperatures to be highly correlated with fuel mass consumption rates,
although the latter again did not exhibit any relationship with ΔOA concentrations or subsequent
ΔOA/ΔCO for the burns included in this analysis. The specific effects of the main drivers of partitioning and
their resulting influence on emissions over the short periods applicable to stack measurements therefore
remain unclear, despite the apparent influence on observed emission ratios, and as such would benefit
from improved characterization of any dependence on fuel and combustion conditions through more
extensive investigation of these relationships.

Emissions of SVOCs from BB may represent a substantial source of OA following partitioning in aging plumes
but are currently unaccounted for in assessments of OA contributions using ΔOA/ΔCO. The proportions of
total organic emissions which are emitted in the gas and particle phase for different fuels may therefore
have a significant influence on observed ΔOA/ΔCO variability. Total observed organic carbon (TOOC) is used
as a measure of overall emissions of organic species which can be quantified with current measurement
capabilities [Heald et al., 2008]. Although measurements of gas-phase species were performed during FLAME
II, these were limited to C1-4 hydrocarbons and subsequently do not provide a full representation of SVOC
emissions [McMeeking, 2008]. Measurements of a wider range of SVOCs would improve the representation of
TOOC, which could in turn be used to calculate ERs providing amore comprehensivemeasure of potential OA
emissions from biomass fires.

3.2. Drivers of ΔOA/ΔCO Variability
3.2.1. Influence of Combustion Processes
The main advantage provided by AMS data over previously analyzed filter samples is the ability to examine
changes in emissions and their response to changing combustion conditions throughout experiments. Both
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flaming and smoldering phases were observed for the majority of burns, often driving a significant shift in
emissions. Changing emissions regimes would also be expected to be directly affected by both the
fundamental differences in morphology and composition between different species, and the ways in which
fuel samples had been prepared. In some instances, changing themass or moisture content of a fuel, even for
samples of the same species, had an appreciable effect on resultant ΔOA/ΔCO levels. However, other
examples show greatly contrasting ΔOA/ΔCO despite near-identical initial conditions. Burns 205 and 206
both used dry ponderosa pine needles with a moisture content of 8.7%, with respective consumedmasses of
205 and 211 g and burn durations of approximately 8min. The average ΔOA/ΔCO for burn 205 was 0.49
± 0.49, while for burn 206 the value was just 0.03 ± 0.04. Respective average MCEs were 0.863 ± 0.084 and
0.926 ± 0.059, indicating a shift in the dominant combustion phase. Time series for the two burns are shown
in Figure 3, revealing that the timing of the transition between flaming and smoldering phases may have
been a critical factor in determining the two conflicting ratios. Both burns begin with a strongly flaming
phase, with MCE values close to 1. After approximately 2min, the MCE for burn 205 rapidly declined, marking
an abrupt transition to smoldering combustion. This transition coincides with a dramatic increase in OA
concentration, rising from around 3000 to over 17,000μgm�3 within 30 s. During this time ΔOA/ΔCO
increases from 0.31 to 1.59. In contrast, MCE during burn 206 remained above 0.95 for nearly 4min. The
transitions in each burn occurred at a point when a similar proportion of the initial fuel mass, 33 and 34%,
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respectively, had been consumed. Given the shorter flaming phase, the similar levels of fuel consumption
suggest that burn 205 was more intense, consuming the same amount of fuel in roughly half the time. This
apparent contrast in fire intensity is likely to have been the main cause of the exceptional difference in
average ΔOA/ΔCO. Previous studies indicate that increased fire intensity during the flaming phase can lead
to oxygen deprivation in the interior of a fire, increasing particle production [Reid et al., 2005]. As particle
formation during the smoldering phase primarily involves condensation of volatile compounds onto existing
particles [Ward, 1990], elevated production during the flaming phase would provide a greater abundance of
available condensation nuclei and may therefore provide the basis for the rapid and substantial rise in OA
concentrations as identified during burn 205.

The previous cases illustrate the potential magnitude of the influence that MCE can have on ΔOA/ΔCO.
However, such dramatic effects were not typical throughout FLAME II as a whole. Figure 4 shows real-time
ΔOA/ΔCO values plotted against MCE for all fuel types, revealing an absence of any consistent relationships
between the two parameters. Despite this overriding variability, some underlying trends can be identified
between ΔOA/ΔCO, MCE, and other potential drivers affecting fire emissions. Clear discrepancies are
apparent in the relationships between ΔOA/ΔCO and MCE for different fuel types, species, and components.
Both ponderosa pine and Douglas fir show highly variable ΔOA/ΔCO values across a similarly broad range of
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MCEs between around 0.6 and 1. However, there are also several significant differences between the two
montane forest fuels. There are very few instances of ΔOA/ΔCO values greater than 0.5 from ponderosa pine
fires, while higher ratios are more frequently observed for Douglas fir fires. This disparity is reflected in the
respective averages and standard deviations across all burns, which stand at 0.14 ± 0.19 for ponderosa pine
and 0.40 ± 0.34 for Douglas fir. The greater variability for Douglas fir emissions coincides with a reduced
variability in MCE, with a mean of 0.907 ± 0.069, compared to ponderosa pine (0.894 ± 0.099). Segregating
flaming and smoldering phases also reveals contrasting offsets in ΔOA/ΔCO between phases for each
species. Mean ΔOA/ΔCO values for periods of flaming and smoldering combustion were 0.05 ± 0.09 and
0.17 ± 0.24, respectively, for ponderosa pine, while averages for Douglas fir were closer at 0.42 ± 0.35 and
0.51 ± 0.44. Although emphasizing a general enhancement in ΔOA/ΔCO during smoldering combustion in
both cases, these differences highlight the consistently greater variability associated with emissions from the
laboratory Douglas fir fires, particularly when compared to the level of consistency observed for the flaming
phase of the laboratory ponderosa pine fires. ΔOA/ΔCO for both species generally remained below 0.5
when MCE was less than 0.8, suggesting that production of OA eventually becomes less favorable for
increasingly smoldering-dominated combustion, which is possibly linked to a reduction in fire intensity.
3.2.2. Gas-Particle Partitioning and Total ΔOA Concentrations
While levels of ΔOA/ΔCO have been shown to be influenced by partitioning driven by total ΔOA (Figure 2), the
absence of prolonged dilution or cooling of emissions prior to measurement indicates that variability during
FLAME II may be largely controlled by a combination fuel and fire conditions, and their effects on ΔOA
concentrations. Segregating data by ΔOA concentration therefore enables the effects of combustion processes
and relationships with other parameters to be investigated for different ΔOA emission regimes. All burns were
binned according to interquartile range in ΔOA, with the 15 widest ranges (all exceeding 2000μgm�3) used to
represent high ΔOA events. Low ΔOA events comprised the 15 lowest interquartile ranges (all within
150μgm�3). Distributions of parameters for burns in the high and low regimes are shown in Figures 5a–5e and
5f–5j, respectively. This segregation reveals a significant contrast in both burn-averaged ΔOA/ΔCO and levels of
variability across each regime, with mean values of 0.36± 0.23 (high ΔOA) and 0.03± 0.03 (low ΔOA).
Similar contrasts were also identified for ΔCO (7.06± 3.46 and 2.56± 2.24 ppm) and MCE (0.87± 0.03 and 0.93
± 0.03), reflecting the change in dominant combustion phase and resulting emissions. However, differences in
ΔCO2 were considerably reduced (66.56± 48.43 and 64.93± 47.94 ppm), while the mean value for mass
consumption rate in high ΔOA fires (1.26± 2.24 g s�1) was skewed by the exceptionally high fuel mass used in
burn 158. Averaging across all remaining burns gives a mean fuel consumption rate of 0.65± 0.31g s�1,
showing greater consistency with the low ΔOA regime (0.57± 0.36 g s�1). While these contrasting distributions
further emphasize the broad changes in ΔOA and ΔCO emissions associated with flaming and smoldering-
dominated fires, there remains little direct correlation between ΔOA/ΔCO and MCE when segregated by ΔOA
range. Correlation coefficients for the two parameters are below 0.1 for both regimes, indicating that variations
in partitioning and their influence on ΔOA/ΔCO cannot be solely explained by combustion processes. There is
also further evidence for an underlying dependence on fuel type in some instances, with some fuels
consistently producing little OA regardless of changes in MCE. For example, ΔOA/ΔCO from ponderosa pine
sticks (burns 178–183) remained constantly low, with all 75th percentiles below 0.05, despite levels of variability
in MCE which were comparable to much higher OA-producing fuels.
3.2.3. Influence of Fuel Properties
Contrasts in emissions properties between combustion phases also extend to different components of the
same species and, moreover, to the different physical properties of these components. Figure 6 shows the
relationships between burn-averaged ΔOA/ΔCO and MCE for each plant component used during FLAME II.
Trends in ΔOA/ΔCO vary between fuel types and species and are more apparent for certain fuels. Coniferous
fuels, from both montane and boreal forests, generally show a more linear decrease in ΔOA/ΔCO with
increasing MCE, although the gradient of this trend varies between species and components. Fires involving
only woody material rather than needles are dominated by flaming combustion, with average MCEs uniformly
above 0.9, yielding consistently low ΔOA/ΔCO. Average ratios were below 0.03 for all burns involving
ponderosa pine sticks, and below 0.11 for Douglas fir branches. Far greater variability is evident when burning
needles of either species. Average ΔOA/ΔCO ratios for two smoldering-dominated fires (MCE = 0.862±0.131
and 0.886±0.061) involving fresh Douglas fir needles (moisture content = 42.1%) were 0.85± 0.45 and 0.77
± 0.30, while for dry needles under more strongly flaming combustion (moisture content = 20.9%, MCE = 0.911
±0.046) the average was just 0.06± 0.09. A similar trend was also observed for combinations of needles and
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Figure 5. Distributions of a range of emission and fire properties segregated by range in total OA concentration. (a–e) Burns where the interquartile range in OA was
greater than 2000 μgm�3; (f–j) burns where the range was less than 150 μgm�3. Distributions presented are ΔOA/ΔCO in Figures 5a and 5f, ΔCO in Figures 5b and
5g, ΔCO2 in Figures 5c and 5h, MCE in Figures 5d and 5i, and mass consumption rate in Figures 5e and 5j. Horizontal gray bars represent mean values across all
relevant burns. Mass consumption data were not available for burns 170 and 208.
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branches, for which the maximum average ΔOA/ΔCO and minimum MCE resulted from a fire involving fresh
components (burn 170; ΔOA/ΔCO = 0.74±0.28, MCE = 0.895±0.034). This relationship with fuel moisture
content is consistent with the larger variability in ΔOA/ΔCO observed for Douglas fir fuels. Moisture content
ranged from 20.7 to 51.2%, whereas for ponderosa pine fuels the range was just 6.9 to 9.2%, contributing to a
much reduced level of variability. However, average values for the one other fresh needle/branch fire
(burn 171; 0.30 ± 0.24/0.918 ± 0.036) were more closely comparable to those for dry fuel (burn 169; 0.28
± 0.16/0.937 ± 0.23). Despite the similarity in ERs for burns 169 and 171, the former was characterized
almost entirely by flaming combustion, while the latter was subject to equal flaming and smoldering
phases. Mean ΔOA/ΔCO throughout the two phases is markedly different, at 0.44 ± 0.23 and 0.08 ± 0.05,
respectively. Contrary to the observed trend for burn averages, higher mean ΔOA/ΔCO, and associated
standard deviations, for the flaming phase are a common feature of all Douglas fir fires. This disparity
between trends in fire behavior for single burns in isolation and the aggregation of multiple burns
highlights how smaller scale properties can be masked when viewed across a broader scale and may be
considered analogous to aircraft observations and their relationship to the contributions from numerous
separate fires.
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The extensive variability present throughout montane forest burns is not replicated across all fuel types.
Although such contrasting behavior may in part be a result of the smaller number of samples available for some
fuels, and subsequent reduced variation of source conditions and repeat burns, some systematic differences
between fuel types are evident. Chaparral fuels exhibited highly consistent average ΔOA/ΔCO across three
different species, with a range of only 0.07 far lower than that identified for any other fuel type. Leaf and grass
samples from coastal plain species also always yielded average values below 0.1, with the exception of two
turkey oak fires, for which anomalously high averages of 0.32±0.25 and 0.46±0.37 were observed. Despite
this limited variability in ΔOA/ΔCO, chaparral and coastal plain fires are characterized by a broad range of
average MCEs. The range of MCEs for chaparral burns (0.849–0.913) is comparable to that of rangeland burns
(0.832–0.905), for which ΔOA/ΔCO was far more variable, with a difference of 0.33 between minimum and
maximum average values. This greater variability for rangeland fires also stemmed from the use of a single
species, sagebrush, in contrast to the three chaparral species of manzanita, ceanothus, and chamise. While the
moisture content of montane forest fuels, and in particular needles, seemed to have a significant effect on
resulting emissions profiles, it appears to have little bearing on either chaparral or rangeland fuels. Chaparral
samples exhibited a wider range of moisture contents than rangeland samples, confounding the observed
distributions of ΔOA/ΔCO, with no overriding relationship between ΔOA/ΔCO and moisture content identified
for either fuel type.
3.2.4. Oxygenation of OA
Although the inconsistencies identified in the effects of potential drivers of ΔOA/ΔCO variability are likely to be
influenced to an extent by the inherent unpredictability of fires, there is evidence to suggest additional processes
during combustion may also be a significant factor. The m/z 44 fragment measured by the AMS is strongly
associated with the CO2

+ ion derived from oxygenated organic compounds [Alfarra et al., 2004; Aiken et al., 2008].
When expressed relative to the total OA mass concentration, this ratio (f44) can be used as an indicator of the
extent towhich OA is oxidized. As gas-phase CO2 can contribute to the signal atm/z 44, it is necessary to correct
for this potential influence on derived f44. Particle are sampled around 107 times more efficiently than gases
by the AMS [Canagaratna et al., 2007], with this sampling factor combined with continuous CO2 measurements
to determine the magnitude of any positive bias [Cubison et al., 2011]. The average contribution from CO2

across all FLAME burns was less than 1% of total f44, rising to a maximum average of ~3% for individual burns
where OA concentrations were exceptionally low and there was a significant CO2 enhancement.

While primarily used as a tracer for secondary OA,m/z 44 has also been shown to form a significant component of
primary OA from wood burning [Alfarra et al., 2007; Weimer et al., 2008]. For measurements of OA composition
directly at source, as were performed during FLAME II, changes in f44 are more likely to reflect the influence of
combustion processes rather than subsequent heterogeneous oxidation given the short aging times involved.
For all burns where comparison between phases was possible, mean f44 was higher for flaming combustion in
40 burns, and for smoldering combustion in 21 burns. This greater frequency of increased f44 during flaming
combustion is in contrast to the findings of Weimer et al. [2008], who showed f44 to be consistently higher
for smoldering combustion, attributing this trend to the dominance during the flaming phase of primary
hydrocarbon fragments, prior to the biopolymers from which they derive becoming progressively depleted. The
correlation between f44 andMCE appears to be highly dependent on fuel type, with any relationship between the
two only evident for coniferous species from montane and boreal forests, and also for the few rice straw burns
included here (Figure 7). Real-time measurements also indicate that this relationship of increasing f44 with MCE
may be further restricted to fires involving needles, given that no trend is maintained where only sticks or
branches from montane forest species were burned. It is difficult to assess the significance of fuel composition
with regard to relationships with coniferous species, as an extensive characterization of fuel constituents
was not performed. Only total carbon and nitrogen contents were determined, which remained fairly consistent
across different fuel types and did not show any strong correlation with emissions properties. Fuel composition
has been shown to be an influential factor in determining emissions of inorganic gas-phase and particulate
emissions from BB events [Keene et al., 2006; McMeeking et al., 2009; Burling et al., 2010]. A dependence on fuel
composition has previously been reported for organic compounds emitted from combustion of a range of
biofuel pellets [Olsson, 2006], with concentrations of methoxyphenols, derived from lignin, and anhydroglucose
and furan-related compounds originating from fuel polysaccharides varying between different fuel types.
However, wider implications for OA emissions, including the overall magnitude and oxygenation of emissions,
are not well defined.
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Despite the limited dependence on combustion behavior, f44 appears to be strongly correlated with ΔOA/ΔCO
across all fuel types. Figure 8 shows a near exponential decrease in ΔOA/ΔCO with f44 over a range of 0.02
to 0.10. The highest average ΔOA/ΔCO values all coincide with an average f44 of less than 0.03, while ΔOA/ΔCO
does not exceed 0.15 when f44 is greater than 0.05. Distributions of real-time f44 values are also in agreement
with the ΔOA/ΔCO profiles of certain fuel types and components. Along with those involving woody coniferous
components, f44 nearly always exceeds 0.04 for chaparral fires. In contrast, the vast majority of f44 values for
high-ΔOA/ΔCO ponderosa pine and Douglas fir fires fall below this threshold. Variations in f44 also show good
agreement with the differences in emission profiles for separate burns of the same species or component.
All ponderosa pine burns with an averageΔOA/ΔCO above 0.1 also had an average f44 of less than 0.03, while all
lower ΔOA/ΔCO averages coincide with higher f44. The same inverse correlation exists for Douglas fir burns,
with burns 165, 166, and 170 exhibiting the highest ΔOA/ΔCO and lowest f44, although f44 is uniformly higher
than for ponderosa pine across all burns and never falls below 0.024. Further concordance can be seen for
rangeland and boreal forest fuels, for which average ΔOA/ΔCO consistently lies above respective thresholds of
0.2 and 0.1 when average f44 is below 0.04 and 0.035. These repeated trends between levels of oxygenation
and the proportional magnitude of OA production further emphasize the importance of fire efficiency, such
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that as completeness of combustion and the capacity to fully oxidize combustion products increases, yields of
OA decrease accordingly. It would therefore appear that OA formation is highly sensitive to the availability of
oxygen during a burn, which is largely determined by the level of turbulent mixing occurring [Ward, 1990]
and hence influenced by wider combustion conditions such as fire phase and intensity. However, the
relationship between ΔOA/ΔCO and f44 does show some inconsistency, including the contrasting thresholds
between regimes of high and low OA production between different species. This deviation is particularly
evident for coastal plain fuels, which involved the largest number of species. As a consequence of this diversity,
no apparent trends are observed, indicating that any relationship is likely to be influenced also by both fuel
composition and morphology, as well as oxygen availability and fire dynamics.

3.3. Emission Factors and Comparison With Wider FLAME Studies

Emission factors provide an alternative parameterization of emissions from different biomass fuels, relating the
emitted mass of combustion products to the mass of fuel consumed. Extensive assessments of EFs for different
fuels and ecosystems, such as those carried out by Andreae and Merlet [2001] and Akagi et al. [2011], are
subsequently highly beneficial to biomass burning modeling studies, with existing global databases of
vegetation distribution, fire activity, and biomass consumption used to develop emissions estimates [van der
Werf et al., 2006]. EFs derived for OA, CO, and CO2 from each of the fuel types used during FLAME II, as well as for
individual plant species and components, are listed in Table 3 along with corresponding average MCE.
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Calculations were performed according to the carbonmass balancemethod [Ward and Radke, 1993], where fuel
consumption is equated to the sum of emitted carbonaceous species as follows:

EFi ¼ mi

ΔCO þ ΔCO2 þ ΔPMC þ ∑ ΔHCð Þ xc (1)

wheremi is the mass of species i emitted; ΔCO, ΔCO2, ΔPMc, and ∑(ΔHC) are the masses of carbon contained

Table 3. Emission Factors for Individual Fuel Types, Species, and Components During FLAME IIa

Fuel Type Species Component OA CO CO2 MCE

Montane forest Ponderosa pine Needles 26.5 83.9 1527 0.862
±22.2 ±43.8 ±118 ±0.059

Sticks 0.5 36.1 1665 0.939
±0.1 ±5.7 ±9 ±0.013

All 15.4 63.4 1586 0.895
±21.1 ±40.9 ±113 ±0.059

Douglas fir Needles 86.9 125.9 1569 0.888
±54.2 ±19.7 ±164 ±0.022

Needles/branches 56.9 116.8 1657 0.917
±29.5 ±16.1 ±97 ±0.017

Branches 4.4 58.3 1877 0.931
±2.1 ±6.9 ±16 ±0.012

All 55.0 105.6 1679 0.909
±49.5 ±31.9 ±168 ±0.025

All - 29.8 78.8 1620 0.900
±39.2 ±42.9 ±142 ±0.050

Rangeland Sagebrush Leaves/branches 34.1 128.6 1511 0.866
±19.3 ±16.1 ±67 ±0.021

Chaparral Manzanita Leaves/branches 7.0 85.0 1609 0.913
Ceanothus Leaves/branches 2.7 99.0 1598 0.871

±0.9 ±7.3 ±14 ±0.005
Chamise Leaves/branches 3.0 94.8 1640 0.875

±1.8 ±10.7 ±20 ±0.020
All Leaves/branches 3.4 94.6 1626 0.879

±2.0 ±10.1 ±26 ±0.021
Coastal plain Palmetto Leaves 1.2 57.5 1777 0.923

±1.1 ±5.5 ±10 ±0.014
Gallberry Leaves/branches 0.5 63.1 1953 0.927

±0.2 ±12.7 ±20 ±0.029
Longleaf pine Needles 2.6 66.5 1796 0.950

±0.4 ±9.5 ±14 ±0.025
Hickory Leaves 1.3 74.4 1640 0.888
Wiregrass Grass 0.1 25.1 1720 0.960
Wax myrtle Leaves/branches 6.1 97.7 1665 0.874

Kudzu Vine 13.8 117.0 1505 0.896
±1.3 ±3.4 ±8 ±0.002

Turkey oak Leaves 75.7 124.0 1563 0.875
±21.4 ±1.2 ±54 ±0.004

Black needle rush Rush 27.7 134.4 1517 0.869
Saw grass Grass 7.1 108.0 1573 0.847

±4.1 ±1.0 ±12 ±0.008
All - 12.3 83.9 1703 0.904

±22.6 ±29.1 ±138 ±0.036
Boreal forest Black spruce Needles/branches 7.0 55.5 1912 0.895

±4.1 ±9.7 ±25 ±0.024
Alaskan duff Duff 11.5 114.0 929 0.837

±0.4 ±36.0 ±58 ±0.067
All - 8.5 75.0 1585 0.876

±4.0 ±35.4 ±465 ±0.051
Other Rice straw Straw 14.3 69.4 1432 0.887

±4.2 ±2.7 ±6 ±0.011

aEmission factors for CO and CO2 reported in g species kg�1 dry fuel, and OC in g C kg�1 dry fuel, with standard deviations of 1σ. Bold type indicates average
values across all burns for each fuel type.
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in CO, CO2, total particulate matter, and gas-phase hydrocarbons, respectively; and xc is the carbon mass
fraction of the dry fuel mass.

As observed for calculated ERs, EFs throughout FLAME II exhibit a high degree of variability, even among single
species. Montane forest (29.8± 39.2 g kg�1) and rangeland (34.1± 19.3 g kg�1) fuels were again the highest
OA-producing fuels, while EFs were lowest for chaparral fuels (2.7± 0.9 g kg�1). The highest average OA EF for a
single species was 55.0 g kg�1 for Douglas fir (range 2.3–128.7), and the lowest 0.1 g kg�1 for wiregrass,
although this was derived from a single burn. High variability amongmontane forest fuels can be attributed to a
large disparity between different fuel components. EFs for ponderosa pine needles ranged from 1.5 to
70.7 g kg�1 but were consistently below 1g kg�1 for fires involving only sticks. A clear dependency on MCE is
also evident, with all EFs for flaming-dominated fires below 2g kg�1, and above 13g kg�1 under predominantly
smoldering conditions. A similar effect is also apparent for CO2, which remained above (flaming) or below
(smoldering) 1600g kg�1 either side of the 0.9 threshold for average MCE marking the transition between
dominant combustion phases. Douglas fir fires again show an influence from fuel moisture content, marked
by clear divisions in OA, CO, and CO2 production. EFs of species more strongly emitted from smoldering
combustion such as OA (49.1–128.7 g kg�1) and CO (120.3–140.9 g kg�1) were elevated for fresh fuel
components, while those of primarily flaming-derived CO2 were reduced (1443–1671g kg�1). For dry fuel
components, the reverse trend was observed, with lower OA (10.3–25.2 g kg�1) and CO (95.5–98.8 g kg�1), and
higher CO2 (1768–1801g kg

�1). Fires involving Douglas fir branches formed an exception to the observed
trends with fuel moisture, yielding low OA and CO, but high CO2 EFs despite relatively high moisture content
of 51.2%, indicating a greater influence of fuel type and composition.

Organic carbon (OC) EFs derived from filter samples acquired during FLAME II stack burns have previously
been published by McMeeking et al. [2009]. To facilitate comparison between the two data sets, AMS
measurements have been converted to OC on the basis that OA=1.5 ×OC [Reid et al., 2005]. Any comparison
between these data sets is subject to a major caveat as a result of inconsistencies in data coverage. AMS
measurements were not available for the full range of filter samples, preventing direct comparison for some
species. This absence of data could also lead to disparities in average EFs for different fuel types, as a result of
the inconsistent representation or complete omission of certain species. For example, no AMS data were
available for some coastal plain fuels with higher OC EFs, including oak and common reed, which may have
contributed to the reduced average value of 8.2 g kg�1 compared to 12.4 g kg�1 reported byMcMeeking et al.
[2009]. Further complication arose from the use of single filters across consecutive burns throughout the
experiment. In some instances, AMS data were only available for one of the burns corresponding to a filter
sample. Given that emissions can vary exceptionally between fires with near-identical conditions, as shown in
Figure 3, the inclusion of data from a single event may give an unrepresentative result.

Comparison of CO (R2 = 0.81, gradient = 1.09) and CO2 (R
2 = 0.70, gradient = 0.92) EFs shows generally good

agreement between the two data sets (Figure S2). Correlation for OC EFs is weaker (R2 = 0.36, gradient = 0.72)
but is skewed considerably by values for kudzu and longleaf pine fuels, which appear to be heavily
underestimated in AMS measurements compared to filter samples. Omission of these results from
comparison yields an improved correlation for OC (R2 = 0.86) and CO2 (R

2 = 0.85), but little change for CO.
However, this adjusted fit provides an increased gradient for the OC comparison, with AMS-derived EFs
around 50% higher than those from filters. Additional factors beyond the aforementioned sampling issues
could affect this enhancement, including the potential loss of OC mass through evaporation of semivolatile
compounds from filters [Sullivan et al., 2008]. Nevertheless, a number of important trends are consistent
across both studies. Comparably high variability in OC EFs was identified by McMeeking et al. [2009], with an
overall range across all species of 0.5–44.2 g kg�1, compared to 0.1–50.5 g kg�1 in this study. Distributions
of different fuel types throughout this range were also consistent. Montane forest and rangeland fuels (limited
to sagebrush for this comparison) yielded the highest EFs, and chaparral the lowest, while the highest levels
of variability were observed among montane and coastal plain burns. Overall negative correlations with MCE
were also consistent, with EFs increasing with increasing contributions of smoldering emissions.

3.4. Comparison of Laboratory and Ambient Observations

Average values calculated across multiple laboratory burns represent a more appropriate comparison with
field observations, as the identified contrasts in emission properties are likely to reflect the different sampling
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conditions involved in each set of experiments, and more specifically the aggregation of multiple plumes
from different fires for ambient measurements. While the scale of the range in average ΔOA/ΔCO between
fuel types is comparable to that from ambient measurements, differences between burns throughout
FLAME II far exceed those between separate measurement periods during four field campaigns (Figure 1).
Using the plume classification described by Jolleys et al. [2012], ranges in average ΔOA/ΔCO for fresh
emissions during the Megacities Initiative: Local and Global Research Observations (MILAGRO) campaign
(0.04) and the Dust and Biomass Experiment (DABEX; 0.03) were shown to be lower than that occurring
for chaparral burns, which represented the smallest variability for a single fuel type. Although a wider
range was observed during the Aerosol and Chemical Transport in Tropical Convection (ACTIVE) campaign
(0.28), this was enhanced by a single exceptional value and remained well below the variabilities exhibited
by montane forest, coastal plain, and rangeland fuels. Part of this discrepancy may be attributable to
the contrasting conditions between laboratory and ambient fires, and the implications for fire behavior and
emissions. However, it may also be the case that such variability in emissions does occur for real fires
but that ambient sampling is unable to adequately capture its full extent or that sampled plumes represent
an aggregation of different fires and conditions, which when taken in isolation may provide a similar level
of variability as that identified for chamber burns.

Despite the differing conditions, relating to both combustion and sampling processes, several comparisons
can be drawn between observations from laboratory and ambient fires. Potential behaviors associated
with certain plant types identified from analysis of FLAME II experiments may also be pertinent to wildfire
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emissions. The mountain slopes below the Paso de Cortes are dominated by Hartweg’s pine (Pinus hartwegii),
and as such the ΔOA/ΔCO levels observed for fresh OA emissions during MILAGRO may have been expected
to be of a similar magnitude to those identified for montane forest species. However, the average ΔOA/ΔCO
for fresh OA during MILAGRO (0.05 ± 0.01) is consistent with only the lower end of burn average values for
montane forest fuels, typically associated with dry woody materials, and is significantly lower than the
elevated ΔOA/ΔCO values identified for other montane fuel components. The treeline at Paso de Cortes is
located below the Altzomoni measurement site (4010m) [Baumgardner et al., 2009] at around 3700m, with
higher sections dominated by subalpine zacaton grasses such as Festuca tolucensis and Muhlenbergia
quadridentata [Beaman, 1962], which are well correlated with the occurrence of wildfires [Rodriguez-Franco,
2002]. Grasses burned during FLAME II typically yielded very low ΔOA/ΔCO values (<0.1). The potential
inclusion of similar fuels in wildfires during MILAGRO may therefore have contributed to the relatively low
average ER. Maximum ambient ΔOA/ΔCO was associated with fires in the eucalyptus forests of northern
Australia during ACTIVE, and as such the vegetation types involved were not directly comparable to the
montane forest species providing the highest ratios during FLAME II.

The comparably low average ΔOA/ΔCO of 0.07 ± 0.01 for fresh OA during DABEX would also appear to reflect
the influence of grassland fires. Fresh BB plumes were encountered during research flights covering an area
from approximately 8–13.5°N and 1.5–6°E. This region of West Africa encompasses a number of different
ecosystems, from forest-savanna mosaic in the south, through the southern and northern Guinea zones to
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the Sudan zone in the north, fringing the Sahel. Dominant plant species, together with overall ecosystem
structure and physiognomy, vary considerably between each zone. However, continuous layers of tussocky
grasses below trees are a common feature, leading to widespread fires during the dry season between
December and February [Sanford and Isichei, 1986]. The open and dry vegetation found throughout the
savanna provides the optimal conditions for wildfires throughout the region, with more dense forests less
conducive to fires [Sowunmi, 1986]. The majority of fresh plumes encountered during DABEX were located
within a region between 9–11°N and 3–6°E [Johnson et al., 2008] within the extent of the Sudanian zone
[Kamara et al., 2009]. Johnson et al. [2008] reported the prevalence of agricultural fires throughout the region,
of which grasses were expected to be a significant component. The presence of a continuous herbaceous
layer throughout the wider ecosystem further increases the likelihood that grasses were a common fuel in
the DABEX fires, which may have contributed to the lower average ΔOA/ΔCO consistent with grass burns
during FLAME II. A more detailed description of the West African ecosystems is provided in the
supporting information.

The considerable variability associated with ΔOA/ΔCO and the various drivers influencing it are complicated by
the chaotic nature of fires, and any attempts to provide a characterization of OA emissions from biomass
burning emissions are underpinned by this uncertainty. However, assessing broader trends for similar burns can
give an indication of the more typical behavior of different fuels. Figures 9 and 10 show the contrasts in
ΔOA/ΔCO under differing conditions when averaged across multiple burns. The ability to trace changes in
ΔOA/ΔCO across a full range of conditions is limited by the number of fires included in the study and the
incomplete distribution of different behaviors. Nevertheless, a number of trends are evident for certain fuel
types, which are generally consistent with previous observations, including a positive correlation with moisture
content, and negative correlations with f44 and MCE. Further discussion of these trends is included in the
supporting information.

4. Conclusions

Highly variable burn-averaged ΔOA/ΔCO have been calculated for 67 fires carried out during the FLAME II
experiment, involving a number of fuel types which comprise a major contribution to annual U.S. biomass
burning. Plant species representing montane forest, rangeland, chaparral, coastal plain, and boreal forest
environments, as well samples of agricultural residues, yielded respective averages of 0.23, 0.21, 0.04, 0.09, 0.11,
and 0.200. The extent of this variability in ΔOA/ΔCO far exceeds the levels identified from measurements of
BB plumes close to source during field campaigns and is likely to be influenced by enhanced partitioning to
the particle phase under the highΔOA concentrations widely observed throughout FLAME II. While certain fires
involving similar fuels and initial conditions were found to produce highly contrasting emissions, likely as a
result of differing fire evolution and changing influence of combustion processes, such behavior is limited and
would appear to be an extreme example.

Processes affecting the oxygenation of OA appear to be closely linked to ΔOA/ΔCO levels from fires.
Real-time measurements during FLAME II show a consistent decrease in ΔOA/ΔCO with increasing f44, while
f44 is also more frequently elevated during periods of flaming combustion. As f44 is likely to be a function
of fire intensity and the availability of oxygen, this relationship provides a further indication of the influence
of combustion processes in determining ΔOA/ΔCO. However, the inconsistencies in relationships with
various potential drivers emphasize the inherent variability associated with fire emissions. In the absence
of evidence to support any overriding control on OA production, it would appear that emissions from
biomass burning are highly sensitive to both what is being burned and how combustion occurs. These
influences are expected to have similar influence on fires under ambient conditions, although the full extent
of their influence is likely to be masked by the contribution of multiple fires to sampled plumes, resulting in
the lower magnitude of variability in ΔOA/ΔCO identified for field campaigns relative to laboratory fires.

More widespread study of a broader range of fire types, under both laboratory and ambient conditions, is
required in order to more accurately constrain the influence of fuel types and combustion processes in
controlling fire emissions. Underlying causes of the variability in BB emissions remain highly uncertain, and
while results from the FLAME II experiment give an indication of potential drivers, understanding of specific
relationships is limited. For example, the timing of the transition between flaming and smoldering phases
during fires has been shown to be a critical influence on OA emissions, but the processes affecting this
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transition under similar fuel conditions are unclear. These influences could be examined more extensively
within future research efforts by applying stricter controls to source conditions throughout laboratory
experiments, in order that variation of a single desired property can be more closely scrutinized. It has not
been possible to provide an exhaustive characterization of the composition of fuels used throughout FLAME
II, yet this is likely to have a significant effect on resulting OA emissions. Similarly, an influence of oxygen
availability on OA production is apparent from these experiments, but any such effect is not well quantified.
Processing fuels to a uniform state with consistent mass, morphology, and moisture content would remove
any variability associated with these properties, while performing burns at a fixed fuel:air ratio within a
controlled combustor would ensure combustion conditions remained comparable across different fuel types.
If such an approach were to yield similar ERs, fuel and combustion properties could then be altered to
determine the implications of changing these parameters for ΔOA/ΔCO variability. As experiments of this
type are solely concerned with analysis of fundamental combustion processes and their determining factors,
there is only limited applicability to ambient fire emissions. With regard to the specific limitations of the
FLAME II experiment, more extensive replication of burns with similar initial conditions would enable the
influence of combustion processes to be examined in greater depth. Widening the range and variation of fuel
properties would allow further analysis of the variability within single fuel types, while examining mixtures of
fuels could help to further reconcile differences between laboratory and ambient measurements.
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